F8

12 meter spreader for spreading powder material. The auger is
made of stainless steel to secure the longest possible durability
and minimal need for maintenance. The auger can be mounted
onto K-models K105L and K135L.

Sand conveyor by Bredal can be mounted onto all K-models to be
used to a large extent for drainage works, interior lining around
cables and pipe fitting. Sand spreader is extremely time-saving
in exploitation and economical in consumption of material.

SIMPLE
PRECISE
RELIABLE
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K- series with capacity from 2,5 to 20 m 3 spread lime at up to
16m throw width and fertilizer at up to 36m throw width.
The spreaders can be provided with a range of various additional
equipment options, such as a hopper made of stainless steel,
computer operating and weighing cells.

The lift-mounted F2 models are available with capacity from 1,5
to 4 m3 either red-painted or in stainless steel.
The spreaders can be provided with a range of various equipment
options, such as micro dosage kit, computer operating and
weighing cells.

K-series can be rebuilt for the purpose of spreading top- and
turfdressing materials. It is recommended to use a set of rubber
covered discs for spreading mixtures with high content of sand.

SG-series is lift-mounted and trailed sand- and salt spreaders
with throw width from 2 to 10 meters. The spreader is 100%
hydraulic driven and is provided with 2 spreading discs, which
allows spreading an even amount of material over the whole
working width.

Bredal delivers different solutions of mounting units for dumpers,
trucks and other vehicles. The chosen unit is often delivered along
with one or more other Bredal products.

SG-series is available in the following sizes:
Lift-mounted with capacity of 500 - 2000 liters and trailed with
capacity of 2500 - 6000 liters.

Bredal A/S . Nimvej 1 . 7120 Vejle . Denmark . Tel.: (+45) 75 89 51 77 . info@bredal.com . www.bredal.com
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F8 is a fertilizer spreader for working
widths from 24 meters, which is
designed for wedge shape spreading
and residual spreading.

F8 is a specialized fertilizer spreader designed for professional use, where there
is high need for effectivity and cost benefit. The spreader has been improved to
meet various requirements for graduated
fertilization, headland spreading, wedge
shape spreading and residual spreading.
The spreader is operated via ISOBUS by
newly developed software.
F8 is available in trailed edition with 5700
liter capacity.
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An F8 with 520x85R38 wheel mounting
offers a good clearance under the
spreader and discs at the height of 1
meter. Due to the principle of building
machines in modules it is possible to get
a machine with even larger clearance, in
case it should be necessary.
The machine is built with 2 belts driven
independently from each other, so there
is a possibility for simultaneous dosing of
various quantities on the right and on the
left side.
The position of the chutes is operated by
electric actuators and is automatically
controlled by the spreader computer.
When spreading width is chosen, chutes
get adjusted automatically. The chutes on
F8 are adjusted individually on the right
and on the left sides, the same counts for
headland spreading.
In the chutes software there is an in-built
automatic flow correction aimed at self4

adjusting of the chutes to the current
output amount. Practically it means that
there are no changes to be observed in
the spreading pattern, regardless of the
amount it is driven with.
Electric actuators of the chutes are executed in plastic and stainless steel and
are well protected by shielding.
All movable parts of the rear door are
executed in plastic or stainless steel, which
in practice means minimal maintenance.
F8 is available with different types of
wheel mounting and with track width
from approx. 1950 mm and upwards. It is
offered to acquire plastic mudguards as
additional equipment for the most types
of tires.
Operating system of the spreader has an
integrated tilt sensor, which is applied to
adjust the signal of weight measuring,
so that the correct weight is shown

continuously, including when driving on
hilly terrain. The output quantity is also
being adjusted by means of tilt sensor, so
that the spreader would dose the correct
amount, regardless of up-the-hill or
down-the-hill driving.
The sensors that are used to measure
rpm, belt speed etc. have a stainless cape.
In order to further protect the sensors,
Bredal molds them into a plastic shell
sealed by silicone.
All cables leading to sensors, weighing
cells etc. are gathered in a protective
flexible hose to ensure maximal reliability.
All hydraulic hoses are gathered at the
front part of the tractor in a movable arm
suspended through a weight relief swivel
ring over to the tractor.

The spreader along with all components is
painted with 2 layers of powder paint which
gives both great finish and a durable surface.
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/ Screen in stainless steel
For spreading fertilizer it is necessary to
have a sieve in the container, in order to
prevent chunks in fertilizer from coming
all the way down and disturbing the
dosage.

STANDARD
EQUIPMENT

/ Overview panel
On spreaders with a number of hydraulic
functions all hoses are marked by colours
and there is an overview panel attached
onto the machine.
/ Windows
There are windows on the front of the
container, so that it is possible to check if
the container is about to be emptied.
The operating system has an integrated
tilt sensor, which provides for uniform
dosage pattern during driving on slopes.
/ Rear hatch in stainless steel
Rear hatches move up and down in
plastic rails and are as standard made of
stainless steel to minimize maintenance
need and to guarantee longest possible
lifetime.
/ LED lights
Bredal spreaders are as standard
equipped with LED lights and side marker
lights. The back light bar is made of
stainless steel.
/ Belt tighteners
Spring loaded tightening of belts provides
for their correct fixing way.
/ PTO shaft
The spreader is as standard equipped
with a 6-splines power transfer with wide
angle.
/ Spread unit
The spreader is delivered with a
SPC4500-2 v-belt transmission for
operation of spreading discs and a 2436 meter headland spreading device for
optimal spreading at headland of the
field.
/ Mechanical jack
The spreader is as standard equipped
with mechanical jack.
/ Electrically operated chute
The chute has flow correction, which gets
automatically adjusted for the chosen
spreading width.
/ ISOBUS
Newly developed ISOBUS operation with
a variety of different functions.
/ Floorbelts
In a standard configuration the machine is
equipped with 2 belts, so that the dosing
on the right and on the left sides can be
operated independently of each other.
/ Axle and brakes
BPW axle is a powerful 10-ton axle and
is equipped with hydraulic brakes, while
pneumatic brakes can be delivered on
request.
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ADDITIONAL
EQUIPMENT
/ H-discs
H-discs are discs for spreading fertilizer
types like urea, potash and ammonium
sulphate on the spreading width of over
24 meters.
/ Manual roller cover
The purpose of this cover, which is
manually rolled in and out, is to protect
the material in the container during
transportation on public roads and in the
course of spreading.
/ Hopper in stainless steel
The hopper can be made of stainless
steel to ensure simpler cleaning and
easier maintenance.
/ Hopper extention
To provide bigger capacity in the container
there can be ordered an extention on 23
cm, which increases the capacity up to
8m3.
/ Mudguards in plastic
Mudguards are offered optionally to
protect spreading vanes and spreading
discs from splashing from under the
wheels and to avoid unnecessary dirtying
of the spreader and the tractor.
/ Pneumatic brakes
Pneumatic brakes with 1 or 2 circuits
can be ordered optionally instead of
hydraulic brakes, which are in standard
configuration.
/ Steerable axle
In case the spreader´s wheel shall follow
the tractor´s wheel by turning around at
headland, Bredal can deliver a steerable
axle.
/ Hydraulic hopper cover
This type of roller ensures convenient
handling of the roller, when the hopper
shall be refilled with fertilizer.
/ Hydraulic jack
Hydraulic double acting jack.
/ Weighing cells
Weighing cells show the correct weight,
includingly by driving on hilly terrain, if
equipped with in-built tilt sensor.
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/ Weighing cells
Powerful chassis with 4 pieces 10-ton
weighing cells. The machine is further
equipped with a tilt sensor, which
provides for the correct weight to be
shown by driving on hilly terrain.

/ Steering axle
F8 can be specified with a steering
axle, so that the spreader will
automatically follow the tractor
when turning around at headland.

/ Hydraulically operated headland device
There is an option to order a hydraulically
operated hadland device to conveniently shift
from headland spreading to in-field spreading
from driver´s seat.

/ `H´ discs
`H´ discs are used for spreading Potash,
Ammonium Sulphate and Granular Urea
on the working width up to 36 meter.
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/ Calibration kit (Liter weight)
To determine the fertilizer’s liter weight in a
simple and precise way. To make sure that the
spreader doses in the right way, it is important
to know the correct literweight of the fertilizer.

/ Hydraulic hopper cover
Hydraulically operated cover is used
for easy operating from the tractor´s
cabin facilitates daily work.
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COMPUTER/
ISOBUS
/ ISOBUS
ISOBUS solution is developed in cooperation with TeeJet, and there is always put emphasis
on simplicity in user´s interface, so that it is easy to make daily settings. F8 is exclusively
developed as an ISOBUS solution.

/ Section control (with up to 12 sections)
For section control Bredal applies the same software as field sprayers, which is found in
the most of ISOBUS terminals. It means the same servicing, regardless of whether it is
driven in a field sprayer or a fertilizer sprayer.

/ Müller Trackguide III
In case the tractor is not equipped with an ISOBUS terminal, Bredal can offer a touch
screen in colour from Müller, along with a complete mounting kit with GPS antenna and
required software. Müller terminal can certainly be also applied along with other ISOBUS
tools, and it contains a tracking follow-up program.

Bredal F8 type operation system is exclusively developed for ISOBUS. There has
been put an emphasis on creating an
operation system which is easy to service and that disposes of all necessary
functions.
This software is developed in cooperation with Teejet, which has many years
of experience in delevoping solutions for
agriculture, and which has been Bredal´s
supplier for over 25 years.
With the construction of the F8 model
there have appeared more new functions, which has not been offered by Bredal before. The most relevant functions
are wedge spreading and residual areas
spreading, and automatic switching on
and off of dosage when turning around
at headland.
But there are also other useful in-built
functions, as tilt sensor adjusting the output quantity, when driving on hilly terrain,
ensuring a high uniformity of dosage. The
tilt sensor is applied simultaneously for
adjusting the signal of weight measuring,
so the correct weight is shown continuously when driving on hilly terrain.
The position of the chutes is adjusted
automatically, when spreading width is
encoded. Moreover, the settings adjust
continuously and automatically under
driving to fit the quantity required to be
spread, in order to always achieve the
best possible spreading pattern, regardless of the speed of driving. Settings
for both chutes, either made for in-fiels
spreading or for headland spreading, can
easily be changed if it is necessary to optimize spreading pattern.
When the machine is in operation, all
functions are tracked and the outcoming
information is shown to the driver.
The above-mentioned is only some of the
functions available on Bredal´s newly-developed F8 fertilizer spreaders, each of
them in its unique way ensuring optimal
distribution of fertilizer in fields.
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SPREADING
TEST
/ Tested spreaders
All Bredal spreaders are regularly tested
over a wide range of fertilizer types at
the independent spreader test centre at
Bygholm (part of Aarhus University).
The tests are based on the practical infield method of testing and the result is
established by accurately weighing the
actual quantity collected in each tray, not
from a computer modeling calculation.
Bredal uses this test centre because
of the conditions that are as close as
practical to on farm conditions.
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/ Bredal spreading priciple
Bredal K spreaders use the 4-double
overlap system. Here both discs
covering 48m in total. The left disc is a
mirror image, again covering 48m.
The application over the field area is
therefore built up of 4 applications, which
gives very high accuracy with practical
in-field tolerance in the spread pattern.
Bredal spreaders are designed to give
high speed to each granule leaving the
disc. The high speed and the low angle
ensure minimal risk of wind sensitivity
when spreading in the field.

The kit consists of 7 test trays, incl. 7
separators, with 7 measuring tubes, a
granule strength tester, a funnel and a
sieve box to check the granule sizes.
/ Settings
All settings that need to be adjusted on
F8 before launch of spreading, can be
adjusted from the driver’s cabin.
Besides that, there is prepared an
instruction section on adjustment of
settings, which is included into the
manual instruction book, as well as on
Bredal homepage.

/ Bredal Test kit
Bredal test kit is used to test the fertilizer
to be spread and for optimizing the
settings by completing a practical infield test.
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F8 is built with 2 belts that dose
independently of each other, so
the amount can be self-adjusted
continuously, while driving in a wedge
of the field. In case of driving in wedge
the amount is getting gradually reduced
on the side facing the wedge, so that the
correct dosage would be achieved. The
same approach is applied when driving in
a residual area inside of the field, where
the dosage facing the residual is reduced,
so that the correct amount is spread
continuously.

SPREADING
PRINCIPLE OF F8

On the left side of the page it is shown,
how the spreading pattern is getting
gradually changed in accordance with
proceeding driving forward within the
wedge of the field and how the amount is
being reduced (shown in green).
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36 meters spreading width in the field
shown together with headland spreading.
A normal spreading pattern without
residual width.
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36 meters spreading width with a residual
on 27 meters.
The middle part of the spreading pattern
(shown in green) is displaced approx. 3
meters to the right of the driving track,
while output quantity is reduced.
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Each year Bredal undertakes a number
of spreading tests with these different
types of fertilizer that can be found on
the market. .
Settings for different types of fertilizer
can be downloaded from Bredal´s home
page, so that optimal setting for each
single type of fertilizer can be achieved.
Bredal controls and optimizes current
settings, and big emphasis is put onto
constant further development and
improvement of headland spreading
(among other things). As examples to
give: a new option to apply different
positioning of chutes on the right and on
the left sides of F8. Another novelty is an
automatic reduction of output amount
on the edge side, when headland device
is connected, namely for optimizing the
spreading pattern for headland spreading.

36 meters spreading width, with a
residual on 18 meters.
The middle part of the spreading pattern
(shown in green) is displaced approx. 10
meters to the right of the driving track,
while output quantity is further reduced.
36 meters spreading width, with a
residual on 9 meters.
The middle part of the spreading pattern
(shown in green) is displaced approx. 12
meters to the right of the driving track,
while output quantity is significantly
reduced.
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When the residual is reduced, the
output amount gets also reduced on the
according side, so that the total amount
spread in the field always corresponds to
the encoded amount.
There is applied ISOBUS section control
in order to adjust the spread amount.
Section control program is included into
the most ISOBUS terminals and is a
stipulation for F8 to be able to regulate
the amount when spreading in wedges
and in residual areas. One of advantages
about applying this software is that not
only can it be used for fertilizer spreader,
but also for sprayers, seeders etc, which
constitutes the basic idea of ISOBUS
system.

36 m

100%

0%

A principle of spreading patterns
on different residual areas between
headlands and driving tracks in the field.

18 m

9m

36 m

36 m
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CONFIGURATION
OF BREDAL F8

/ Standard equiped F8 fertilizer spreader
520/85 R38 wheel mounting
BPW axle with hydr. brakes
Bredal ring hitch
SPC-4500-2 spreading system
24 – 36 meter headland spreading
24 – 36 meter spreading discs ISOBUS operated dosage
Tilt sensor
Section control
Sieve
LED lights
6Z PTO axle (wideangle)
Yara test kit

Bredal F8 with 520/85 R38 wheels
Capacity without hopper extension is 5,7 m3

/ Optional equipment for F8
Hopper extention (23 cm) Roller cover (Manual)
Hydr. hopper cover incl. hopper extention (23 cm)
Weighing cells
Pneumatic brakes
Mudguards
Hydr. jack
Hydr. Operated headland device
24 – 36 m fertilizer for Kali & Urea (H-discs)
Calibration kit
Bredal strong ball hitch (instead of ring hitch)
Müller Trackguide III Package
- Touch-screen in colour completed with GPS antenna
incl. software for section control and driving tracking..

